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Abstract

Abstract
The legal systems of the EU and the individual Member States form a complex construct
that clashes continuously. This also applies to the discussion on the primacy of EU law. The
German Federal Constitutional Court, the Bundesverfassungsgericht, took a position on this
issue, publishing an ultra vires ruling (which had previously only been threatened) in the
2020 PSPP ruling.1 Only months later, discussions on the EU's NextGenerationEU recovery
package began. Although the Bundesverfassungsgericht rejected an interim injunction in
April 20212, the examination of whether the EU thereby violated the constitutional identity
or acted outside the transferred competences is still open.3
Therefore, this thesis addresses the question of the extent to which this proceeding before
the Bundesverfassungsgericht could have an influence on future cooperation between the
courts. For this purpose, different scenarios and process flows are shown, on the basis of
which the consequences are outlined. It was found that an ultra vires decision by the
Bundesverfassungsgericht would represent the greatest caesura. Not only the legal basis but
also the political dimension would be enormous. After the PSPP-infringement proceeding
went smoothly, Germany and the Bundesverfassungsgericht might face a stricter procedure
in this case and the relationship between the courts could suffer. The decision could not only
have negative consequences, however. A better dialogue between the courts or a stabilisation
of the systems might result from other decisions or processes. From that perspective, it is
therefore imperative that the Bundesverfassungsgericht includes this evaluation in its
considerations if they do not intend to move away from the EU.
Keywords: NextGenerationEU, ultra vires review, identity review
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction
A. Significance of the NGEU proceeding
"It is the way to fiscal union and it is a good way for Europe's future."4 These were the words
spoken by Germany’s then Federal Minister of Finance and today’s German Chancellor Olaf
Scholz in front of the German Bundestag in February 2021. In this statement he addressed
the Ratification Act for the 2020 Own Resources Decision in the course of the EU's recovery
plan NextGenerationEU (NGEU) to tackle the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic.
This was a major agreement by the European Council, which already includes the 27
Member States to invest money in the financial markets, among other things, to strengthen
the resilience of the economy and the national social systems.5
Over the past decades and until now, the EU developed into a common economic area and a
common legal system. In this legal system, which is fundamentally based on the rule of law,
the constitutional courts have a special position.6 In addition to the 27 national constitutional
courts (or comparable institutions), one of the EU’s main institution is the Court of Justice
of the European Union (CJEU).7 In Germany, the largest EU Member State, the
constitutional court at federal level is the German Bundesverfassungsgericht (BVerfG)
according to Art. 93 Basic Law.8 These two courts are linked by the EU’s legal system.
Depending on the perspective from which one looks at the division of competences is
viewed, different alignments result.9

4

Deutscher Bundestag (2021): 26681.
cf. Council Decision (EU, Euratom) 2020/2053 of 14 December 2020 on the system of own resources of the
European Union and repealing Decision 2014/335/EU, Euratom, OJ L 424, 15.12.2020, p. 1–10
6
Council Regulation (EU) 2020/2094 establishing a European Union Recovery Instrument to support the
recovery in the aftermath of the COVID-19 crisis, OJ L 433I , 22.12.2020, p. 23–27
7
cf. Bergmann et al. (2022): 512–13.
8
cf. Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland in der im Bundesgesetzblatt Teil III,
Gliederungsnummer 100-1, veröffentlichten bereinigten Fassung, das zuletzt durch Artikel 1 u. 2 Satz 2 des
Gesetzes vom 29. September 2020 (BGBl. I S. 2048) geändert worden ist
9
cf. CJEU, Judgement of 5 February 1963, van Gend & Loos, 26-62, ECLI:EU:C:1963:1 / CJEU, Judgement
of 22 October 1987, Foto Frost, 314-85, ECLI:EU:C:1987:452 / CJEU, Judgement of 15 July 1964, Costa v
E.N.E.L., 4-64, ECLI:EU:C:1964:66 / CJEU, Judgement of 9 March 1978, Simmenthal, C-106/77,
5
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The relationship between the two courts has developed particularly through their
jurisprudence. The CJEU has in principle activated the primacy of application of EU law10,
whereas the BVerfG has in the well-known Solange I11, Solange II12, Maastricht13 and
Lisbon14 decisions developed its own control functions to examine action at EU level and to
claim the last instance jurisdiction.15 Then a jolt appeared in 2020, when the BVerfG ruled
for the first time that the EU was acting outside its competences conferred by the Member
States.16
These two legal perspectives collide occasionally in different court cases, for instance in a
constitutional complaint from the ‘Bündnis Bürgerwille’ concerning the NGEU recovery
plan.17 Thousands of plaintiffs filed a complaint that the German Ratification Act, which is
supposed to ratify the 2020 Own Resources Decision of the EU and thus forms the country’s
financial background of the recovery plan18, violates their legal rights provided by the
German Basic Law (‘Grundgesetz’). In particular, it was argued that Member State’s
competences would be transferred to the EU because the legal basis of Art. 311 para. 3 Treaty
on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) was claimed to be exceeded. An
additional complaint concerned the violation of the no-bail-out clause provided in Art. 125
TFEU. Furthermore, the constitutional identity, the core of the German Basic Law, would

ECLI:EU:C:1978:49 / BVerfG, Judgement of the Second Senate of 7 June 1970, Solange I, 2 BvL 1/97 /
BVerfG, Judgement of the Second Senate of 22 October 1986, Solange II, 2 BvR 197/83 / BVerfG,
Judgement of Second Senate of 12 October 1993, Maastricht, BvR 2159/92 / CJEU, Judgement of 5 October
1994, Bananenmarktordnung, C-280/93, ECLI:EU:C:1994:367 / BVerfG, Judgement of Second Senate of 30
July 2009, Lisbon, 2 BvE 2/08 / BVerfG, Judgement of Second Senate of 6 July 2010, Mangold/Honeywell, 2
BvR 2661/06 / BVerfG, Judgement of the Second Senate of 21 June 2016, OMT, 2 BvR 2728/13 / CJEU,
Judgement of 11 December 2018, Weiss and Others, C-493/17, ECLI:EU:C:2018:1000 / BVerfG, Judgement
of the Second Senate of 5 May 2020, PSPP, 2 BvR 859/15
10
cf. CJEU, Judgement of 5 February 1963, van Gend & Loos, ECLI:EU:C:1963:1 / CJEU, Judgement of 15
July 1964, Costa v E.N.E.L., ECLI:EU:C:1964:66
11
cf. BVerfG, Judgement of the Second Senate of 7 June 1970, Solange I, 2 BvL 1/97
12
cf. BVerfG, Judgement of the Second Senate of 22 October 1986, Solange II, 2 BvR 197/83
13
cf. BVerfG, Judgement of Second Senate of 12 October 1993, Maastricht, BvR 2159/92
14
cf. BVerfG, Judgement of Second Senate of 30 July 2009, Lisbon, 2 BvE 2/08
15
cf. BVerfG, Judgement of Second Senate of 12 October 1993, Maastricht, BvR 2159/92 / BVerfG,
Judgement of Second Senate of 30 July 2009, Lisbon, 2 BvE 2/08
16
cf. BVerfG, Judgement of the Second Senate of 5 May 2020, PSPP, 2 BvR 859/15
17
cf. Bündnis Bürgerwille (2021).
18
cf. Council Decision (EU, Euratom) 2020/2053 of 14 December 2020 on the system of own resources of
the European Union and repealing Decision 2014/335/EU, Euratom, OJ L 424, 15.12.2020, p. 1–10
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be violated by transferring autonomy over the budget from the German Bundestag to the EU
institutions. Supplementary to the constitutional complaint, an application for a temporary
injunction was filed, which aimed to prohibit the Federal President from executing the law.19
Before that, the Bundestag20 and the Bundesrat21 had already adopted the legal act. The
BVerfG issued a suspension order (‘Hängebeschluss’) on 26 March 2021. It temporarily
prevented the Federal President from signing and publishing the law until the court had ruled
on it.22 On 15 April 2021, the injunction was rejected and the law was published.23 The main
proceeding is still pending.
This results in a wide range of variants as to how this procedure could be concluded. This
thesis, however, will concentrate on the effects of the individual possible outcomes of the
proceeding on the cooperation between the BVerfG and the CJEU. Possibly, the BVerfG
could reach an ultra vires ruling or argue that its constitutional identity has been violated.
Depending on this, the role in the multi-layered legal structure of the EU may also change.
Since the BVerfG is a particularly significant national constitutional court, its rulings are
often cited in other Member States constitutional jurisprudence on EU law affairs.24
Therefore, it has a very concrete impact how other national courts perform judicial dialogue.
Ultimately, not only the outcome of the proceedings is open, but also the further
developments and hierarchies of the EU and national courts. The dispute could be intensified
on the one hand, but the tense situation could also be maintained through a new way of
dialogue on the other.

19

cf. BVerfG, Judgement of the Second Senate of 15 April 2021, NGEU II, 2 BvR 547/21, 13-42
cf. Deutscher Bundestag (2021): 27491–27499.
21
cf. Decision of the Bundesrat - Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the
Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions – ‘Fit for 55’:
moving towards climate neutrality – delivering the EU’s 2030 climate target COM(2021) 550 final; Council
doc. 10849/21
22
cf. BVerfG, Judgement of the Second Senate of 26 March 2021, NGEU I, 2 BvR 547/21
23
cf. BVerfG, Judgement of the Second Senate of 15 April 2021, NGEU II, 2 BvR 547/21
24
cf. Nguyen and Chamon (2020): 8.
20
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B. Purpose and research questions
The topics discussed have been researched in great detail25, but since the NGEU proceeding
are very current, there are no concrete analyses or studies on their effect on judicial
cooperation. This research gap is to be filled in the scope of this thesis. In order to fill this
research gap, the central question of this thesis is: “Which influence will the legal dispute on
the NGEU recovery plan have on the constitutional interrelationship between the CJEU and
the BVerfG?” Since this question covers a broad range of topics, it is accompanied by four
subordinate guiding questions.
The aim of the first subordinate research question is to define the current relationship
between the BVerfG and the CJEU and to determine what influence the present proceeding
may have on it. The first subordinate research question is therefore: "How can the reciprocal
relationship between the BVerfG and the CJEU be characterised and how is that reflected
within the NGEU proceeding?" Secondly, the different control mechanisms used by the
BVerfG to control the actions of the EU from the perspective of the Basic Law will be
examined and evaluated, leading to the following subordinate question: "Which control
standards does the BVerfG apply to ensure compliance with the Basic Law at the EU level
from a German, constitutional law perspective?" The third sub-research question is: “How
might different possible rulings by the BVerfG affect their judicial relationship?” In light of
this question, four scenarios and different procedural paths will be explained and evaluated
in order to determine how the effects could vary and what range of consequences can be
expected. Finally, the fourth subordinate research question asks: “Is this dispute solely
significant for the cooperation of the CJEU with the German Constitutional Court?” Since
the EU’s legal system also includes 26 other national constitutional courts (or equilibriums)
besides the BVerfG, this question will explore whether this is a phenomenon exclusively
between the BVerfG and the CJEU or whether this conflict is also relevant beyond
Germany’s national borders.

25

See inter alia Jóźwicki (2020). / Riedl (2020). / Thiele (2020). / Kube (2013). / Baudenbacher (2020).
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C. What this work does not depict
This thesis cannot comprehensively examine all areas of the NGEU instrument, the
procedure and the legal basis. Many other questions concerning the NGEU program are not
addressed in-depth, for instance the discussion on the competence basis, the further
development of the EU into a fiscal union, or the actual investment of the funds by the
European Commission, the recovery plan in detail as well as the effects on the Economic
Monetary Union.26 While some of these legal issues are referred to in this thesis, they cannot
be fully evaluated, assessed and interpreted within this framework. Consequently, the work
will concentrate on the most important cornerstones of the NGEU recovery plan and the
procedural process to date, but it will not comprehensively evaluate and contextualise all the
legal discussions and open decision-making issues.
Moreover, the impacts that might result cannot be definitively determined yet. The real
effects will only be seen years from now when the BVerfG enacts a final ruling. Therefore,
no binding statements can be made. These are research findings are mere forecasts and
considerations that are also intended to stimulate further research activities.

D. Roadmap of the work
In light of the formulated research questions, this thesis is divided into three chapters besides
the introduction and the conclusion. Chapter two discusses with the legal background of the
interaction of the two courts in a multi-layered legal system that combines German
constitutional law and the European Treaties. The different legal perspectives are contrasted
here. In addition, the historical development of the jurisprudence from both legal
perspectives is shown and the specially developed control mechanisms of the BVerfG visà-vis the CJEU are explained. Afterwards, the third chapter deals with the present BVerfG
proceeding concerning the NGEU. It shows the necessity for undertaking this unprecedented
project and the procedural events that occurred in this regard. A legal contribution is then

26

See for example Fabbrini (2020). / Schulze (2022): 181–204. / Echebarria Fernández (20219. / Kirst
(2021).
5
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added by identifying and classifying the points of contention between the plaintiffs and the
German Ratification Act. The fourth chapter combines these two thematic elements. The
probability of several scenarios is quantified and, on this basis, possible options for litigation
are presented. On the basis of these procedural steps (the scenarios and outcomes), their
concrete effects on the cooperation between the BVerfG and the CJEU are demonstrated.
Furthermore, this thesis discusses the rationale for a comparison with other Member States,
and shows the limitations of this comparison, especially using the example of Poland. A
reference to a comparable procedure in Finland follows thereafter. At the end of this thesis,
the review is summarised, the answer to the research questions is presented and an outlook
on the relationship between the courts is given.

6
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2. Correlation of the BVerfG and the CJEU to date
The BVerfG is the national constitutional court of the biggest Member States. In this chapter,
the importance of the relationship to the CJEU will be highlighted. As this is based on both,
the legal provisions and jurisdiction of both courts, those will be described. Furthermore, the
relationship will be classified.

A. The EU’s judicial system
Multiple Treaty amendments have allowed the EU to evolve into its current form, where the
courts have a special, independent position to guarantee comprehensive legal protection.27
The Member States transferred limited sovereignty rights within which the EU in general
and the CJEU in particular can act independently, based on the relevant Treaty provisions.
The German basis for this transfer of sovereignty rights is Art. 23 in conjunction with Art.
79 Basic Law. Art. 23 Basic Law, which was inserted in 1992, renounces the EU’s exercise
of competences and recognises European legal acts. This provision illustrates the German
commitment to the EU, limits the European integration and also regularises the participation
of German constitutional bodies in the integration process. The CJEU concretised and also
expand Union law through its case-law and gave impulses for further integration.28
An often discussed judicial subject is the primacy of EU law. No questions appear for the
CJEU, as the 1963 Van Gend en Loos case started determining the primacy of EU law to
secure that EU law is applied equally throughout all Member States in the 1970s. The CJEU
generally claims a priority of application of EU legal acts. From that perspective,
constitutional national regulations are subject to EU legal acts.29 The BVerfG acknowledges
the primacy in general. It argues, however, that the national constitution has the supreme
primacy as the EU’s competences are solely based on the transfer of national sovereignty

27

cf. Bergmann et al. (2022): 512-513.
cf. Bergmann et al. (2022): 512–13. / CJEU, Judgement of 5 February 1963, van Gend & Loos,
ECLI:EU:C:1963:1 / CJEU, Judgement of 15 July 1964, Costa v E.N.E.L., ECLI:EU:C:1964:66 / CJEU,
Judgement of 9 March 1978, Simmenthal, C-106/77, ECLI:EU:C:1978:49 / CJEU, Judgement of 22 October
1987, Foto Frost, ECLI:EU:C:1987:452
29
cf. CJEU, Judgement of 5 February 1963, van Gend & Loos, ECLI:EU:C:1963:1
28
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power. It views itself as competent to make the final decision with regard to the balance
between EU acts and the German Basic Law.30 This fundamental conflict between the two
courts and the different perspectives in particular is raised in different cases on various
issues.31 It is important to first evaluate the future cooperation of the Member States, the
judicial relation of the courts and the future integration of the Union.

B. De jure division of competences from two perspectives
The CJEU was introduced in 1953 as the judicial organ of the Coal and Steel Community.
Based on Art. 13 para. 1 Treaty on the European Union (EU), it is currently subdivided into
the European Court of Justice, the General Court and several Specialized Courts. Those have
the same legal standing vis-à-vis the other EU institutions. The CJEU’s competences and
scope of actions are outlined in Art. 19 para. 3 and Art.s 251-281 TFEU. Generally, the
CJEU is responsible for interpreting the Treaties in the scope of the competences transferred
from the Member States to the EU and for enforcing Union law at last instance. Acting, inter
alia, as a kind of constitutional court of the Union, it considers obligations and rights of the
EU bodies as well as the legal relationship between the EU and its Member States. However,
it also includes administrative and other scopes of jurisdiction. All decisions are binding on
the European citizens, the Member States and the national courts. Even though a
jurisprudence only concerns one Member State specifically, it is effective in the whole Union
territory. For the CJEU, the division of competences is clearly distributed based on these
Treaty provisions. It has the competence of the ultimately binding interpretation of EU law
and also the monopoly on annulling Union norms.32
In Germany, the BVerfG is responsible for national constitutional jurisdiction. It has two
senates based on para. 2 sub-para. 1 ‘Bundesverfassungsgerichtsgesetz’ (BVerfGG), which

30

cf. BVerfG, Judgement of Second Senate of 12 October 1993, Maastricht, BvR 2159/92 / BVerfG,
Judgement of Second Senate of 30 July 2009, Lisbon, 2 BvE 2/08 / BVerfG, Judgement of Second Senate of
6 July 2010, Mangold/Honeywell, 2 BvR 2661/06 / BVerfG, Judgement of the Second Senate of 21 June
2016, OMT, 2 BvR 2728/13
31
cf. Bergmann et al. (2022): 1095.
32
cf. CJEU, Judgement of 22 October 1987, Foto Frost, 314-85, ECLI:EU:C:1987:452, 20
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have delimitable competences.33 It is not in particular competent to decide whether EU acts
or Treaties are adopted compatibly with EU law, at least from a solely written perspective
of the Treaty provisions. The jurisprudence depends to a certain degree on the presiding
judges.34 To secure the independence of their judgements during their twelve years in office,
no re-election of the judges by the two parliamentary chambers, the Bundestag and the
Bundesrat, is allowed.35 They are obliged to apply EU law based on the clause about
friendliness towards the Union in Art. 23 para. 1 Basic Law. The jurisdiction of the BVerfG
is based on provisions in the Basic Law and in para. 13 BVerfGG. One of the provided
procedures is the constitutional complaint based on Art. 93 para. 1 no. 4a Basic Law.
Individuals, inter alia, can claim that the public authorities violate their basic rights provided
in Art.s 20 para. 4, 33, 38, 101, 103 and 104 Basic Law. As the CJEU is the guardian of
Union law, Art. 267 TFEU obliges the BVerfG to refer questions to it whenever an
enforcement of EU law at last instance in needed. That offers them a special legal protection
of their fundamental or equivalent rights provided by the Basic Law. The constitutional
complaint is an extraordinary legal remedy when the individual violation of a specific
constitutional provision is in question. When there is a risk of irreversible, extensive
consequences of a violation that needs a fast decision, a preliminary injunction can be
established.
One of the provided procedures of the BVerfG concerns in particular the application of the
Basic Law.36 Art. 19 para. 1 TFEU specifies that the effective legal protection in EU law is
covered by both the CJEU and the national courts. However, the BVerfG has a significant
weight vis-à-vis the other national constitutional courts. In fact, it exercises an influence on
other national constitutional courts, which occasionally cite the BVerfG’s jurisprudence.37
In summary, the peculiarity in this multi-constitutional system is that both courts view the
distribution of competences from two different legal perspectives. Arguably, both claims are

33

According to § 14 BVerfGG
cf. Thiele and Steinbeis (2021).
35
According to Art. § 4 para. 2 BVerfGG
36
cf. Hufeld and Epiney (2009): 33–71.
37
cf. Nguyen and Chamon (2020): 8.
34
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comprehensible and justified from their legal considerations. However, this tension creates
a risk for the future cooperation between the courts and, more generally, for the entire legal
system.
Legally, there is one procedural opportunity – in part also an obligation – for the national
constitutional courts to start a dialogue with the CJEU: the preliminary ruling according to
Art. 267 TFEU in conjunction with Art. 19 para. 3 TEU. It aims to safeguard the unity and
coherence of EU law and the uniform application throughout the EU, while both courts act
completely independently. During legal disputes and diverging perspectives of the national
and EU judicial level, it opens the opportunity for dialogue. It has become, inter alia, a means
of pre-empting such conflicts between the EU’s and national legal sphere.38 The preliminary
rulings are a tool to make legally meaningful jurisdiction which equally applicable to both
Member State in question and the whole EU territory. When questions concerning the
validity or the interpretation of EU law appear in a national proceeding, the national can
refer questions to the CJEU. If it concerns a question at last instance, national courts are
actually obliged to do so.39 The CJEU then issues a binding ruling, to which the national
courts have to adhere to, according to Art. 267 TFEU.

C. Judicial interplay of the courts
I. Evolution of the relevant jurisdiction
The legal framework described in the previous section can be considered a baseline.
Throughout the last decades of European cooperation, further integration, an increasing
scope of competences of the Union and changes in the design of the legal system were
repeatedly initiated by interrelated jurisdiction of the CJEU or the BVerfG. In the following,
this paper will therefore focus on the jurisprudence that has driven this development.

38
39

cf. Hufeld and Epiney (2009): 33–71.
cf. CJEU, Judgement of 22 October 1987, Foto Frost, 314-85, ECLI:EU:C:1987:452, 11-20
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In 1963, the CJEU’s first relevant landmark ruling Van Gend en Loos established the EU as
a individual legal system, supplementing the existing systems of international law.40 A year
later, Costa v E.N.E.L. introduced the principle of supremacy of the EU law to secure its
uniform application throughout the whole EU territory. This decision is of central
importance for the discussions on the primacy of EU law and, therefore, for the relationship
between the CJEU and national courts. This decision laid the foundation for the European
legal system as it is known today. All subsequent case law has clarified this.41 In the 1978
Simmenthal decision, for instance, the CJEU again assured that a uniform application of EU
law is needed to stabilise the system: referrals of preliminary rulings and the CJEU’s answers
have to be applied in all Member States, not only the referring one. In doing so, the CJEU
also stated that the primacy of EU law applies vis-à-vis national constitutions and thus
represents an absolute primacy of application.42 The foundations for the current legal system
were thus laid. In 1987, the CJEU even strengthened the perspective in the Foto-Frost
decision, where it obliged all national courts to refer questions concerning the declaration of
EU acts as void. Afterwards, this principle was also included in the Lisbon Treaty in Art.
267 TFEU. The determination of the invalidity of EU action was thus transferred solely to
European jurisdiction, for example through preliminary rulings.43 Already at this time, the
European perspective on the legal system and the distribution of competences in the EU
developed in order to ensure the stability of the system.
With the well-known 1970 Solange I decision, the BVerfG intervened in this further
development of the CJEU’s jurisdiction. It introduced a national review power to control an
adequate protection of fundamental rights in the EU.44 The BVerfG reviewed this in the 1963
Solange II case, where it characterised the Union a general fundamental rights protection.
As long as this basic protection is maintained, the control function of the national
constitutional court is not necessary, according to the BVerfG’s case-law.45 Besides the
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jurisdiction on the protection of fundamental rights, the BVerfG further developed its
jurisprudence during the review of the Maastricht Treaty in 1993. This ruling stipulates a
cooperative relationship while highlighting that the principle of limited transfer of
sovereignty is incompatible with a completely autonomous legislation of the EU institutions.
However, the BVerfG emphasises that it rules upon the application of Union law in its
territory of Germany after requesting the CJEU. In fact, it opened a review competence for
the German courts to establish transgressive legal acts of the EU – the so-called ultra vires
review.46 In the judgement on the ‘Bananenmarktordnung’, some statements hereof were
revised towards a more EU-friendly perspective. It increased the requirements for a
constitutional complaint concerning Union secondary law to a sufficient argumentation of
the EU’s lowered protection of fundamental rights from the complainant.47 In 2009, this
view was confirmed in the BVerfG’s Lisbon judgment. However, the terminology was
revised and the responsibility for this review was transferred to the BVerfG alone. It thus
established that the primacy of EU law is subject to a constitutional reservation of
competence, which is monitored by the national constitutional court from a national
constitutional perspective.48
However, until the PSPP decision, no ultra vires claim has ever been executed by the
BVerfG. In the 2010 Mangold/Honeywell case, the BVerfG explains in his decision of
rejection that an ultra vires control is only appropriate when the EU obviously transgresses
its competences. It thereby strengthened the cooperation its cooperation with the CJEU and
dismissed a judicial confrontation.49 This was then applied by the Second Senate of the
BVerfG in the 2014 OMT jurisdiction, where it referred preliminary questions to the CJEU
and adopted the European judgement about adherence of the given competences.50
In 2020, the hitherto undone happened: the BVerfG declared the Public Sector Purchase
Program (PSPP) of the ECB as ultra vires. It was described as a “historical caesura in the
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relation between BVerfG and CJEU and the development of constitutional European law”51.
The BVerfG forwarded questions to the CJEU, after which the European court ruled that the
PSPP program of the ECB does not infringe EU law.52 However, the BVerfG decided
otherwise in its 2 BvR 859/15 decision. It declared that the ECB’s action transgressed its
mandate. It argued that the EU, including all its institutions, only have limited individual
authorisation. When the action is not covered by mandate deriving from Art. 19 para. 1 subpara. 2 TFEU, the democratic legitimacy is no longer given. Secondly, the BVerfG ruled
upon the preliminary ruling of the CJEU in the Heinrich Weiss and Others case53 and
declared it to be ultra vires. However, no further questions were forwarded in that respect.
The BVerfG did not agree with the CJEU’s weighing of proportionality and, therefore, called
the issued ruling inapplicable.
This proceeding shows an on-going basic conflict between the courts. On the one hand, the
CJEU claims the primacy of EU law and the precedence of EU jurisdiction in the scope of
EU law independently from the Member States. The national constitutional court, on the
other hand, claims that the national constitutions enable the EU to act, which is why the
precedence of EU law only derives from the Member States.54 Although the Member States
even committed themselves to the primacy of EU law and the applicability of CJEU
jurisdiction in declaration number 17 of the Lisbon Treaty.55 Both courts approach the
boundaries of their own precedence from their own perspective and capture themselves as
competent to decide at last instance.
In its judgement, the BVerfG sparked an escalation that was unprecedented for the German
court before.56 In reaction to this, the European Commission introduced an infringement
proceeding as a direct response to the BVerfG ruling and submitted a formal notice to the
government on 9 June 2021: “The [European] Commission considers that the judgment of
the German Constitutional Court constitutes a serious precedent, both for the future practice
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of the German Constitutional court itself, and for the supreme and constitutional courts and
tribunals of other Member States.”57 Germany then had a time period of two months to reply
to this formal notice of the European Commission.58 In its answer to the formal notice,
Germany had clarified three commitments which the European Commission accepted.
Firstly, it recognised the authority of the CJEU and the binding character of its jurisprudence
by stating that it “affirms and recognises the principles of autonomy, primacy, effectiveness
and uniform application of Union law as well as the values laid down in Article 2 TEU,
including in particular the rule of law.”59 Secondly, it confessed that the competence to
evaluate the validity of Union acts is conferred to the CJEU. Lastly, it committed itself to do
everything in its power to counteract a renewed decision in this direction.60 A few months
later, on 2 December 2021, the European Commission released a press statement declaring
that it closed the infringement procedure against Germany according to Art. 297 TFEU. In
this case, a written declaration by Germany to the European Commission was sufficient.
Consequently, no proceeding was brought before the European Court of Justice in this
regard.
II. Approaches of the BVerfG to control the EU’s jurisdiction
Before the PSPP decision, the BVerfG only threatened but actually never used the control
function to demand compliance with Art. 23 Basic Law in particular but also the German
constitutional provisions in general. The parallelism of the legal systems on national and
supranational level creates these potential conflicts between the courts based on their
perspectives. Both agree, also in the PSPP judgement, that EU law in general is to be applied
primarily to secure its uniform application throughout the EU. The CJEU interprets this as
an absolute priority, whereas the BVerfG raises limitations.
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However, the conflict can be divided into three different categories:
•

the control of national fundamental rights as in the Solange I and II-decisions;

•

the control of the compliance with the limited competences (ultra vires review) and

•

the control of collision with primary national law (identity review).61/62

The present proceeding is not about the protection of fundamental rights in the EU, but about
the second and third category: the collision with national primary law and the possible
transgression of transferred competences.63
The BVerfG established the ultra vires review in its 1993 Maastricht decision.64 It
constitutes a general constitutional control competence for the BVerfG over the use of EU
competences. This control is fully developed through jurisprudence and has no written legal
basis.65 Generally, the BVerfG acknowledges the primacy of EU law. 66 An ultra vires act,
however, is an action of an institution or court which goes beyond the transferred
competences. The BVerfG then declares the ratification act of Germany inapplicable in its
territory, because it is not able to declare it void for the whole EU territory. In doing so, it
encourages a Member States control that EU action can only been taken within the limited
competences conferred and that these borders cannot be shifted by the EU itself. This,
however, could result in unequal application of EU law throughout the Member States and
a violation of EU law from the BVerfG as such, which might ultimately lead to an
infringement procedure in front of the CJEU.67 On the one hand, the tension between the
courts is thereby manifested, on the one hand, manifested in the CJEU’s legal competence.
On the other hand, issues concerning EU law are decided by the BVerfG at last instance
which applies not only German, but also EU constitutional law in its jurisprudence.68
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With its 2009 Lisbon judgement, the BVerfG introduced the identity review control function.
Art. 4 TEU is one written peculiarity. The identities of the national constitutions and their
legal system may not be violated by EU actions.69 This protects the German constitution,
which has at its core, inter alia, Art. 23 para. 1 in conjunction with Art. 79 para. 3 Basic
Law.70 The German Basic Law contains therein the so-called eternity clause, which
guarantees the upholding of some of the central written principles. This entails the
authorisation to transfer sovereignty rights to the EU in Art. 23 Basic Law.71 The BVerfG
uses this legal basis in the German Basic Law and the EU Treaties to claim a control
competence on its part to ensure at last instance that actions at the European level do not
violate the constitutional identity of the German Basic Law. In contrast to ultra vires control,
such an infringement cannot be cured by amending the implementation law in Germany
alone.
Commentators link the above mentioned ultra vires review to the protection of the national
constitutional identity.72 Others insist on keeping these two control functions separate.73
However, the BVerfG did develop in its jurisdiction two control mechanisms from a purely
national perspective to make sure that the transferred sovereignty rights are used in the
boundaries of the German Basic Law.

D. Discussion of the reciprocal cooperation
At first glance, the competences seem to be highly selective, especially from an EU law
perspective. However, the different perspectives have introduced a lively discussion between
the jurisdiction of the courts over the last decades. Both have their de jure competences, but
the Treaties and previous jurisdiction did not find a solution worthy of approval for both, the
European and the national perspective. Moreover, the German constitution contains. Art. 23
Basic Law, which detests friendliness towards the Union. One part of the resulting general
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cooperation is the mutual observation of the judgements. Another, more interactive dialogue
arises with the preliminary rulings according to Art. 267 TFEU. That shows that the
exhaustive relationship between the two courts was not fully considered in the Treaties.
However, this relationship and the mutual dialogue have developed over time. The
discussions are solely in terms of content, as they discuss the content to preserve law.74 Both
courts have their de jure competences based on the legal system in which they operate. Their
arguments are also de jure from their perspective. The CJEU’s arguments are based on the
Treaty provisions and its own jurisprudence.75 The BVerfG, however, is responsible for
ensuring compliance with the Basic Law according to the BVerfGG. This means that
allegations of a violation of its area of responsibility are taken very seriously. This dispute
between the primacy of EU law and national constitutional law originates from the fact that
there is no relevant Treaty provision for that specific case. It would have been at least partly
included in the Constitutional Treaty, which was rejected in a French and a Dutch
referendum in 2005, however.76
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3. NextGenerationEU and its proceeding before the BVerfG
In this chapter, especially the second sub-ordinate research question will be considered.
Thereby, the need for the NGEU recovery plan will be evaluated. Moreover, this thesis will
highlight the process of EU agreement and the ratification process in Germany. As a legal
dispute originated from that before the BVerfG, the legal considerations are presented and
general remarks on the effects of the recovery plan will be made.

A. The rationale behind it
On 31 December 2019, the World Health Organization was firstly informed about a then
unknown lung disease in Wuhan.77 Two months later, COVID-19 reached the European
Union.78 To limit the spread of the infection and to protect the health of the population,
severe measures were implemented by the Member States. Lockdowns and temporary
closure of national borders became the new normality for EU citizens.79 The national
governments decided to prioritise the safety and health of the population and accepted the
financial as well as economic effects thereof. These consequences, both on an individual and
on a macro-economic level, were substantial and the continent experienced a crisis. A
recession of the EU economy was already expected in July 2020.80 The Member States first
implemented national measures to outweigh the negative consequences, but these measures
were not reaching far enough. As the Member States are highly interrelated in economic
terms, joint answers and cooperative actions were necessary. The EU then began to support
the Member States and to coordinate the national measures.81/82
After heavy discussions, the Member States agreed upon a joint recovery plan in July 2020.
This plan, called NGEU, is the biggest conjunction project that has ever been financed by
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the EU budget.83 The legal basis is Art. 311 TFEU and Art. 106a of the Euratom Treaty. Its
purpose is to facilitate the EU’s recovery from the pandemic, build resilience as well as to
invest in future-related aspects of European integration like modernization, climate change,
health care.84 The NGEU plan is interrelated with the Multiannual Financial Framework
(MFF) 2021-2027.85 The MFF supplements NGEU by providing the financial foundation for
all actions on EU level and planning the needed investments.
NGEU consists of three pillars. First, the Member States receive financial support to incent
investments and reforms, to support the people and social systems and to boost the economy.
They implemented the Recovery and Resilience Facility as well as the Just Transition Fund
and increased the financial resources for existing programs to execute these investments.
The second pillar aims to kick-start the EU economy by incentivizing private investments
through the Solvency Support Instrument, InvestEU or the Strategic Investment Facility.
Third, the lessons of the crisis are addressed through the programs EU4Health, rescEU and
Horizon Europe. Deficiencies revealed by the crisis are to be eliminated for the future.
Additionally, the EU incorporates its normative power in the world and aspires to support
partners globally. Among these pillars, the general growth strategy in terms of the Green
Deal is to be integrated in every action. To be more resilient and to keep advancing a global
leadership role, the Green Deal should even be strengthened through this recovery plan.86
Collectively, €390 billion will be provided in grants and €360 billion in loans. These
financial resources will be transferred to the Member States based on their national Recovery
and Resilience Plans, which can be submitted until the end of 2026 and, in the case of loans,
repaid back until the end of 2058. The national plans will be reviewed by the European
Commission and then approved by the Council of the EU.87/88
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The financing of NGEU is a major reason why the package represents an unprecedented
landmark agreement. The EU agreed beyond the support package to ensure the availability
of money and to reform its own resources system. The 2020 Own Resources Decision based
on Art. 311 para. 3 TFEU in conjunction with Art. 122 TFEU includes three approaches to
increase the inflow of financial resources to the EU budget: a pro-ratio increase of the annual
payments by the Member States, the introduction of further EU taxes to strengthen the own
resources inflow and investments on the capital market.
First, the Member States agreed upon a maximum amount of annual national payments of
the Member States of 1.4% of their gross national income on a permanent basis.
Additionally, until 2058, a further rise of up to 0.6% of the gross national income is possible.
Second, the EU retroactively introduced a plastic levy from the beginning of 2021 and
opened the possibility for further EU taxes in Art. 2 of the 2020 Own Resources Decision.
These own resources shall be developed during the application period of the MFF 20212027.
Thirdly, Art. 5 of the 2020 Own Resources Decision allowed the EU to acquire debt. The
European Commission is instructed to invest €750 billion in 2018 prices on the capital
market until 2058.89 The Member States are already confronted with a high financial
pressure through the national measures and initiatives. Therefore, they were able to agree
upon a strengthening of the budget, so that the dependence on the Member State’s budgets
is not increased. If all Member States can settle their liabilities from the loans, every nation
will only repay the amount it actually received. However, as soon as one Member States is
unable to pay, the others may be asked to pay pro rata and temporarily. With that procedure
the EU’s budget may be stabilized, according to Art. 9 of the 2020 Own Resources
Decision.90
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B. The procedure and the jurisdiction for the NGEU
I. A back-and-forth ratification process in Germany
The first draft of the MFF for 2021-2027 was presented by the European Commission in
May 2019.91 Two years later, it presented an amended proposal, mainly due to the
consequences of the covid-19 pandemic.92 Both former German Chancellor Angela Merkel
and the French President Emmanuel Macron promoted the proposal of a joint project to
tackle the pandemic subsequently throughout the Union.93 In July 2020, the European
Council agreed upon the comprehensive, unprecedented project to recover from the
pandemic.94 In December 2020, an Interinstitutional Agreement was reached to ensure
NGEU’s financing by enacting the 2020 Own Resources Decision in conjunction with the
MFF 2021-2027 based on the German and France proposal after previous difficult
negotiations among the Member States.95
According to Art. 311 para. 3 TFEU, a ratification in all Member State, based on their
national constitutional requirements was necessary to implement the 2020 Own Resources
Decision.96 Art. 311 TFEU, which serves as the basis of the NGEU project, in conjunction
with para. 3 of the ‘Integrationsverantwortungsgesetz’97 demand to apply equal standards
and a “ratification-like approval by the Member States”98. The ratification procedure of
former Own Resources Decisions in 2000, 2007 or 2014 usually took about two years. For
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the 2020 Own Resources Decision, however, the EU set the goal to ratify before the 2021
parliamentary summer break, which amounted to a timeframe of only six months.99 The two
German parliamentary chambers, the Bundestag and the Bundesrat, have to agree according
to Art. 59 para. 2 Basic Law, after which the Federal President finalises the process with the
execution and promulgation based on Art. 59 Basic Law.
In December 2020, shortly after the agreement on the 2020 Own Resources Decision, the
federal government drafted the first Ratification Act. On 25 March 2021, the Bundestag
adopted the Ratification Act100 with 478 of the 645 votes cast voting in favour, 95 against
and 72 abstaining. Motions of the Bündnis 90/Die Grünen parliamentary group and the AfD
were rejected by the plenary, as were a draft bill and a motion for a resolution by the FDP
parliamentary group. Only one motion by the governing parliamentary groups CDU/CSU
and SPD were agreed to, with the AfD and FDP parliamentary groups voting against and
abstaining, respectively. This added more far-reaching reporting obligations to the federal
government.101 The Bundesrat agreed unanimously the next day.102
Only hours after the Bundesrat agreed, 2,281 persons of the ‘Bündnis Bürgerwille’ filed a
constitutional complaint with a request for a temporary injunction before the BVerfG.103
Additionally, the AfD group in the Bundestag filed an organ complaint in front of the
BVerfG104 as well as seven CDU members of the Bundestag and one private person.105 This
thesis will focus on the complaint of ‘Bündnis Bürgerwille’, as this comprehensively
represents the central focus of the subject of complaint. They claim that the German
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Ratification Act of the 2020 Own Resources Decision for the NGEU project violates their
constitutional rights under Art.s 38 para. 1, 20 paras. 1 and 2, 79 para. 3 Basic Law.
The BVerfG enacted a so-called ‘Hängebeschluss’ on 26 March 2021 and temporarily
prohibited the Federal President to sign and execute until it decided upon a temporary
injunction.106 A Hängebeschluss is generally a provisional decision, which ensures that the
present situation is maintained until the final judgement and thereby aims to prevent greater
and potentially irreversible damage.107 Such a prohibition vis-à-vis the Federal President is
unusual. In the proceeding concerning the European Patent Court, for example, the Federal
President declared himself willing to delay, so a ruling was not necessary in this regard.108
At the time of the Hängebeschluss, the ratification process of the 2020 Own Resources
Decision had not yet been executed in all of the other Member States.109
The Second Senate of the BVerfG rejected the preliminary injunction and the Federal
President was allowed to execute and promulgate the law in the judgement of 15 April 2021.
The decision was based on para. 32 sub-para. 1 BVerfGG, which stipulates that the BVerfG
can rule upon a preliminary injunction under strict standards only if highly negative
consequences are expected otherwise. Additionally, it requires a summary examination
when it concerns an international treaty or a violation against Art. 79 para. 3 Basic Law.
Both of these requirements applied in this case. A summary examination was undertaken in
particular for the claim of a violation of the German constitution’s identity. During the
process, the Cabinet, the Bundestag and the Federal President had the opportunity to make
a statement.110 The Cabinet111 and the Bundestag112 complied. The BVerfG performed a
comprehensive assessment of consequences. It concluded that a preliminary injunction to
stop the Federal President from promulgation and avoid possibly irreversible dangers to the
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project in the whole EU outweighs the consequences resulting from a possible violation of
the constitutional identity.113 The outcome passed the eight-judges Second Senate
unanimously, but the full decision including the rationale was only taken with a seven-toone vote.114 The European Commission is, therefore, inter alia authorised on the basis of Art.
122 TFEU to invest on the capital market. The main proceeding is expected to take
considerable time, however. A decision can be expected in 2023 or 2024, involving possibly
a referral of a preliminary ruling to the CJEU in accordance with Art. 267 TFEU.
This project was allowed to start after the ratification in all Member States.115 On 15 June
2021, the first transaction for a €20 billion amount a ten-year period.116 Not only the
financing, but also the national-level implementation of the recovery plan started, however.
Most of the Member States have already forwarded their national plans about the use of the
money to the European Commission and twenty have so far been endorsed.117 Germany’s
National Recovery and Resilience Plan118 was officially approved by the European
Commission on 22 June 2021 after an assessment of the targeted goals and expected
outcomes.119 Two weeks later, the Council of the EU voiced its endorsement and thus gave
the final approval that allowed the disbursement of the funds to start in Germany.120 In the
meantime, the European Commission already informed the European Parliament and the
Council of the EU about the status quo of the recovery plan.121
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II. Major risks for EU
As mentioned in the last paragraphs, the NGEU is an important tool to boost the economy
and support the Member States in tackling the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. However,
if the project cannot be executed as planned, several negative effects might appear. In the
next paragraphs, this thesis will briefly mention them in order to give a full overview over
the research topic.
An NGEU halt could result in significant economical restraint. That is because not only the
Member States themselves but also the economic players are supported by the project to
tackle the effects of the pandemic.122 Companies could get more hesitant about economic
growth, not only because the financial support from the EU may stop but also because the
future economic harmonization and cooperation would be endangered.123 The ECB expected
the project to entail an increase in productive public investment and increase the GDP in the
medium term. The financial support does not only facilitate the recovery but also sets
priorities to make the EU, its Member States, and the economy resistant for the future.
Additionally, it stimulates investments, especially in terms of climate change and
digitalisation.124 Viewed from that perspective, an NGEU stop would first lead to
uncertainty. It would also raise the question of repayment of the funds already disbursed.
Moreover, since all Member States have already been confronted with financial forfeits from
coping with the pandemic, a stop would eventually cause uncertainty about these funds and
outstanding liability claims. As Germany is the economically strongest Member State, the
capital market would ascribe a reduced importance to the bonds. It is noteworthy that these
corona bonds are reversed. Therefore, a simple withdrawal of Germany from NGEU is not
possible in this regard. Admittedly, the BVerfG could still request a Treaty change or decide
not to agree to future MFF decisions.125 This would pose a great danger to the economic
situation of the EU as a whole, however.
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The EU’s legal order is based on mutual respect and trust. Viewed from that perspective, un
ultra vires verdict in Germany would lead to legal uncertainty about how the project might
proceed in the other Member States and the EU as a whole. Moreover, such a decision would
affect Germany’s position in future discussions and disputes, as its own former Chancellor,
Angela Merkel, was the one who promoted the idea with French President Emmanuel
Macron.126 Such a contradiction would reduce the ability to achieve further integration or
react to future crises. Furthermore, the current institutional balance could be affected. In the
past, the EU’s economic development was mainly intergovernmentally negotiated and
implemented. With NGEU, the European Commission gained more responsibility in this
field, which could encourage possible future integration and a strengthening of the
supranational institutions. Following an NGEU halt in Germany or even the whole EU, this
development would be cancelled.127 In particular, the courts would be affected by a
standstill, depending on what procedural steps are initiated. Infringement proceedings could
be filed, cooperation and mutual trust could be weakened or the legal order in the EU could
be shifted. This will be evaluated at a later stage.
As mentioned above, an NGEU halt in Germany would raise the question of continuation in
other Member States. The PSPP decision of the BVerfG was already used by other national
constitutional courts to undermine the primacy or application of EU law.128 The radiant
power of the BVerfG’s decisions is high and might lead to further constitutional claims
across the EU. This would plunge the whole NGEU program and the future of the EU into
uncertainty. Furthermore, repercussions could be felt worldwide beyond the European
continent. That is because the EU’s economic power is relevant for many global trading
partners, which is emphasised by a possible normative power reduction that a disunited EU
could cause.129 The consequences of a jurisprudence that upholds the pleas are great - this is
surely also clear to the Second Senate of the BVerfG itself.
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C. The scope of the legal discussion
I.

Procedural legal questions are answered

Several legal questions appeared in the constitutional complaint of the ‘Bündnis
Bürgerwille’ about which the BVerfG already has already decided in the judgement on the
preliminary injunction or will rule on in the main proceeding.130
In Bundestag and Bundesrat statements, both chambers claimed that the subject of
negotiations was not authorised for a constitutional complaint based on para.s 23, 92
BVerfGG. They argued that the Ratification Act about the 2020 Own Resources Decision
was not issued and was consequently not in force at the moment of request.131 The BVerfG
rejected this argumentation, stating that an ex-ante control is de jure as it already passed both
legislative chambers, the Bundestag and the Bundesrat. This control is only permitted if the
ratification process is almost concluded, except for the promulgation of the Federal
President.132
Beyond the formal admissibility of the action, the complainants highlight three alleged
violations in particular. The first is an alleged excessive conferral of sovereignty rights from
the Member States to the EU. The complainants argue that a qualified majority in the national
parliaments would be necessary for a transfer of additional competences, according to Art.
23 para. 1 sentence 3 in conjunction with Art. 79 para. 2 Basic Law. The draft legislation
only titled a simple act, however. The complainants argue that formally the incorrect form
to decide about this legislative was used and therefore the ratification decisions in the two
chambers are not valid.133 Second, they argue that this act transgressed the competences as
no sovereignty rights for this project has been transferred to the EU. Allegedly, Art. 311
para. 3 TFEU should apparently exceed the competences. This legal basis is here interpreted
as a prohibition of joint indebtedness. Additionally, they claim that their right of democracy
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is violated as the prohibition of bailouts based on Art. 125 para. 1 TFEU is breached.134
Finally, the third claim concerns a violation of the constitutional identity. As the Bundestag
is alleged to surrender at least part of its budgetary authority, the very core of the Basic Law
would be breached.135
II. Established to date: no transfer of new competences
The applicants claim that the Ratification Act would transfer additional competences from
the autonomous scope of action of the Member States, in particular of Germany. They resent
a transfer of certain competences that enable the EU institutions to incur long-time debts and
joint liabilities, because, as they argue, this would transform the EU into a fiscal union.136
Their rationale is that the Ratification Act causes a material constitutional change in the
Member States, which needs democratic legitimacy. This could only be reached through a
two-thirds qualified parliamentary majority based on Art. 79 para. 3 Basic Law.137 A transfer
of sovereignty powers is only effective when based on Art. 38 para. 1 Basic Law, because
because powers can only be transferred in the method prescribed by the Basic Law.138 Thus,
these transfers must always be compatible with Art. 23 para. 1, sentence 2 and 3 in
conjunction with Art. 79 para. 2 Basic Law. Additionally, they claim that a Treaty
amendment would require an ordinary amendment procedure based on Art. 48 TEU.
Otherwise, Art. 5 para.s 1 and 2 TEU, which establishes the competences of the EU, could
not be changed.139
As a matter of fact, the Bundestag140 and the Bundesrat actually exceeded the threshold
demanded by the complainants. The Bundesrat even decided unanimously in favour of the
Ratification Act for the 2020 Own Resources Decision.141 However, the applicants argue
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that this is not sufficient, as the bill was negotiated in a different form than was needed. The
attainment of the threshold would not allow for a remedy of this violation, because only a
law that is expressly designated in the sense of Art. 23 para. 1 sentence 3 Basic Law can
bring about an amendment of the Basic Law.142 The BVerfG already took a binding decision
about this in the judgement of 15 April 2021. This eliminated the first part of the allegations
in this proceeding by stating that “the present case, however, is not about a transfer of
sovereignty rights”143. Nevertheless, the BVerfG did at least not completely rule out that this
Ratification Act might exceed the limits of Art. 311 para. 3 TFEU, violate the no-bail-out
clause of Art. 125 para. 1 TFEU or breach the national constitutional identity of the German
Basic Law.144
III. No comprehensive evaluation of whether the given legal framework
is exceeded
The BVerfG expressively did not outline a summary review concerning the claims that the
Ratification Law would transgress the limits of EU competences.145 However, this claim still
requires a decision from the outset in the main proceeding as the BVerfG did not yet rule
upon that.146
The particular explosiveness in this decision arises, among other matters, from the fact that
the BVerfG is deciding on the admissibility of a European legal basis that is supposed to
exist on the basis of the Basic Law. The claim of transgression is twofold. On the one hand,
the ‘Bündnis Bürgerwille’ claims that the EU transgresses the competences based on the
Treaties by incurring common debt. On the other hand, it highlights the violation of a core
principle, which ensures that Member States cannot be held liable for debts of another
Member State. These two claims will be discussed below.
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First, the applicants urge a decision on the compliance of the legal bases. They argue in
principle that Art. 4 and 5 of the 2020 Own Resources Decision, which is annexed to the
German Ratification Act, transgresses the following democratic limits of Art. 311 para. 3
TFEU:
“[…] The Council, acting in accordance with a special legislative procedure, shall
unanimously and after consulting the European Parliament adopt a decision laying
down the provisions relating to the system of own resources of the Union. In this
context it may establish new categories of own resources or abolish an existing
category. That decision shall not enter into force until it is approved by the Member
States in accordance with their respective constitutional requirements. […]”147
The core of the argumentation is the ‘begrenzte Einzelermächtigung’ which derives from a
national constitutional perspective. It stipulates that the EU is solely allowed to act within
the sovereignty powers that have been forwarded to the EU by the Member States (and,
therefore, by the Treaties), according to Art. 4 para. 1 TEU. However, the distribution of
competences is regulated in Art. 5 TFEU. The NGEU recovery plan is based on Art. 122
TFEU about the usage of the provided financial resources, while Art. 311 TFEU justifies the
raise of money – inter alia on the capital markets – and the conditions of compensation. Both
of them are necessary because one part of the money will be provided as loans and the other
part as grants. Moreover, the complainants presumptively determine a prohibition to develop
joint debt in the EU in Art. 311 TFEU. In fact, it is a highly academically disputed legal
basis.
Meanwhile, the Bundestag and Bundesrat argue that no prohibition of common debt is
expressed and that it does not change the integration program of the EU as it is only a
temporary tool. In the final analysis, the BVerfG's indications are limited to the following
possible direction of the decision: “Given the concerns raised by the applicants, it can at least
not be ruled out completely that Art. 4 and Art. 5 of the 2020 Own Resources Decision in
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particular exceed the limits of the authorization contained in Art. 311(3) TFEU.”148 Either it
wants to hold for a preliminary decision by the CJEU or it could not agree on a deeper
analysis within the Second Senate due to the urgency. Either way, this ultra vires accusation
remains unresolved to date.
The second allegation under the guise of exceeding the transferred sovereignty powers
involves the incompatibility of Art. 9 para. 5 sub-para. 2 sentence 1 of the 2020 Own
Resources Decision with Art. 125 para. 1 TFEU. This EU provision stipulates the following:
“A Member State shall not be liable for or assume the commitments of central
governments, regional, local or other public authorities, other bodies governed by
public law, or public undertakings of another Member State, without prejudice to
mutual financial guarantees for the joint execution of a specific project.”149
This legal basis for a no-bail-out is allegedly violated when “the [European] Commission
may call on the Member States to provisionally provide the difference between the overall
assets and the cash resource requirements, in proportion (‘pro rata’) to the estimated budget
revenue of each of them”150. If one of the other Member States is unable to provide the
payments, the 2020 Own Resources Decision opens the possibility to collect money from
other Member States by the European Commission. Without such an backbone option, the
EU budget might get endangered. By circumventing the contractual agreements, the
competences might be exceeded.
The Bundestag, however, regards it as unlikely that the Member States will not be able to
repay the funds that were made available. Since there would only be a small risk for this
liability of other Member States, this could be endured during the project.151 The Federal
Government also basically agrees with this chain of reasoning and adds that the debt is not
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jointly borne by the Member States. Each Member State would incur debt proportionally,
which it would then repay, at least in the parts envisaged. To ensure a balanced budget, other
Member States would only step in if one Member State were unable to pay. Nevertheless,
the debt would remain solely with the individual Member States vis-à-vis the EU and the
EU itself on the capital market.152 In this legal question, the BVerfG remains even more
open. The decision merely outlines the position of the conflicting parties, but it does not give
its own consideration or concrete indications of an outcome of the proceeding.
IV. Identity violation procedurally open, but a direction recognisable
All EU institutions are obliged in Art. 4 para. 2 TEU to respect the national identities of the
Member States. This is also the starting point for one of the accusations made by the
‘Bündnis Bürgerwille’ in their constitutional complaint. The constitutional identity in
Germany is defined by Art. 79 para. 3 in conjunction with Art.s 1 and 20 Basic Law. The
complainants argue that the act ratifying the 2020 Own Resources Decision violates Art. 38
para. 1 sentence 1 in conjunction with Art. 20 para. 1 and 2 and Art. 79 para. 3 Basic Law
and, in turn, also the German constitution’s identity.153 Art. 20 Basic Law stipulates in Art.
38 para. 1 Basic Law the right to act freely in all matters that concern the own territory. The
exception is based on Art. 23 Basic Law which authorises the EU to act within the limits of
the transferred competences. Art.s 20 para. 1 and 2 in conjunction with Art. 79 para. 3 Basic
Law assures citizens that action on EU level is actually taken only within the framework of
these competences.154 The German Basic Law contains a so-called eternity clause
(‘Ewigkeitsklausel’) which emerged from historical events and is justified by Art. 79 Basic
Law. This is intended to ensure that the Basic Law cannot be repealed in the future. Art. 20
Basic Law is also protected by this clause, which argues in para. 2 that “[a]ll state authority
is derived from the people. It shall be exercised by the people through elections and other
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votes”155 and in para. 3 that “[t]he legislature shall be bound by the constitutional order, the
executive and the judiciary by law and justice"156.
The budgetary sovereignty of the German Bundestag is subsequently anchored directly in
Art. 79 para. 3 of Basic Law. The citizens, who elect representatives at regular intervals in
democratic elections, must be indirectly concerned with the revenues and expenditures from
the perspective of the Basic Law.157 The EU, including the Member States and, in turn, with
that also the Bundestag and Bundesrat, are therefore not permitted to introduce long-term
mechanisms that relinquish this Bundestag authority to any European institution. This would
violate the principle of democracy – as claimed by the applicants in the present
proceeding.158 The specific charges on the Ratification Act of the 2020 Own Resources
Decision are that the European Commission is in a position to decide on funds until the end
of the financing on the 2058 financial market, for which period there is no MFF yet.159 In
addition, the contribution of the Member States could be increased and the financing of other
Member States would have to be borne by Germany. In other words, the Bundestag would
surrender its budgetary control to the European Commission.160
Here, too, the BVerfG currently leaves the decision open, but in contrast to the ultra vires
review, it already evaluates the proceeding on the basis of a summary examination. The
BVerfG thus reaches its own conclusions in addition to presenting the arguments given by
the parties.161 Specifically, the BVerfG concludes that there is no high probability of an
identity violation and, on this basis, also dismisses the preliminary injunction.162 The
BVerfG also respects the Bundestag’s room for manoeuvre in its evaluation.163 It declares
that there are no direct liabilities for Germany via the liability of other Member States
resulting from Art. 5 of the 2020 Own Resources Decision. The proportional liability is
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enshrined in Art. 9 of the 2020 Own Resources Decision.164 In addition, the purpose is
considered, as the funds may only be used within the framework of the NGEU, namely for
reconstruction after the COVID-19 pandemic. This is also supported by Regulation (EU)
2020/2094 and Regulation (EU) 2021/241.165 The accusations regarding the time
commitment beyond the MFF are also rejected. No additional investments on the capital
market are authorised by this provision, except until a certain deadline. 166
However, it remains open to what extent democratic law is compatible with the possibilities
of liability. This will be decided in the main proceeding.167
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4. Effects of an ultra vires verdict
This chapter will, first, detect four scenarios which are then weighted in terms of their
probability regarding the statements the BVerfG already did in its decision on the
preliminary injunction. Based on this, the assessed scenarios will be considered more
closely. Although it might be the same scenario, those might result from different procedural
paths. Those will be examined in connection with the effects that may occur for the
relationship between the BVerfG and the CJEU.

A. Four scenarios
From the previous evaluation of the different legal discussion points in the NGEU procedure,
different scenarios can be developed, which might further develop the relationship of the
two courts in different directions in the coming years. As already noted, the BVerfG has
ruled that no new competences are transferred by the Ratification Act of the 2020 Own
Resources Decision. Only the violation of Germany’s constitutional identity and a
transgression of the transferred competences remain in question. The outcome has been kept
open by preliminary injunction judgement of the BVerfG since 15 April 2021, even if there
are already indications of their probability.168 To strategically illustrate possible
developments and interrelationships, four scenarios have been developed within the
framework of this work:
•

The first scenario, called ‘final stroke’, is the strongest decision against the EU’s
recovery plan and in favour of a cancellation of further integration. Here, the BVerfG
would at least partly establish a transgression of the competences and also ascertain
a violation of the German constitution’s identity.

•

‘Trespassing’ is the second scenario. In that case, the BVerfG would determine at
least in part an ultra vires act, but it would not find a violation of the constitutional
identity. Additionally, when questions are referred to the CJEU in the preliminary
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ruling according to Art. 267 TFEU, it could already establish a transgression of
competences to which the BVerfG would agree in this scenario.
•

The next scenario represents a possible judgement in which no ultra vires action is
detected but at least partly a violation of the constitutional identity. It is called
‘infringed German identity’.

•

The last scenario is called ‘way to go’. In this scenario the BVerfG would neither
issue an ultra vires ruling nor establish a violation of the identity of the German Basic
Law.

The summary examination in the ‘Hängebeschluss’ expressively concentrated on the identity
review according to Art. 23 para. 1 Basic Law.169 In this, the identity of the constitution
would be violated if the Bundestag did not keep the budgetary autonomy according to Art.
110 Basic Law. In this discussion, the BVerfG discusses the likelihood of the authority
transfer.170 The court corrects the complainants by highlighting that the liability is only pro
rata for all other Member States if one of them is not able to pay. Germany would not be
liable for all other Member States, provided that not all Member States will become insolvent
at the exact same time, regarding Art. 9 para. 5 of the 2020 Own Resources Decision. The
probability for all Member States to unable to pay is highly unrealistic, as the Bundestag and
Bundesrat plausibly evaluated in their statements.171
On the one hand, the assessment by the BVerfG is very comprehensive172 and already takes
a stand in that a breach of identity cannot be established with a high degree of probability.173
On the other hand, the court did declare the complaints’ charges “neither inadmissible from
the outset nor manifestly unfounded”174. It did not decide about the claimed identity violation
in a final way, so there is still a chance that the court detects an identity breach.175
Nonetheless, even if the BVerfG has suspended the decision until the main proceeding, it
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seems rather unlikely, based on the previous explanations, that a complete change of
direction will be made here during the evaluation of the case.176 Therefore, it can be assumed
for the following discussion that the BVerfG is highly unlikely to establish a violation of the
German constitutional identity. Consequently, the first scenario, the ‘final stroke’ and
scenario three ‘infringed German identity’ can be treated subordinately in the further
assessment.
As evaluated in the previous chapter, the ultra vires review includes the evaluation of a
possible transgression of Art. 311 para. 3 TFEU by Art.s 4 and 5 of the 2020 Own Resources
Decision, which authorised the European Commission to invest money on the capital market
and thus sparked the first debt in the EU history.177 Also, the BVerfG will need to revise the
compatibility of Art. 9 para. 5 of the Own Resources Decision with the no-bail-out clause of
Art. 125 para. 1 TFEU.178 In comparison to the identity review, the BVerfG stays much more
imprecise when evaluating the ultra vires claim in the preliminary injunction judgement.179
It did not outline judicial evaluation of the claims, it titled the arguments of the complainant
as “sufficient”180 and demonstrated the different positions in its rationale.181 By failing to
enact a preliminary injunction on the Ratification Act, the BVerfG at least tolerates that the
project enters into force, although a transgression of the competences is alleged.182 As the
BVerfG did not yet evaluate the possible ultra vires claims in depth, it can be expected that
this assessment is only postponed to the main proceeding which is expected in a few years’
time.
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B. Various procedural approaches are available to the BVerfG
now
Although the BVerfG rejected the request for a preliminary injunction on 15 April 2021, the
main proceeding can still have different procedural outcomes. Based on the evaluation of
the probability of the scenarios in the previous chapter, the different procedural steps in the
scenarios two and four will be focussed on. Those are shown in the following illustration
and will be discussed thereafter.
Over view of possible procedural steps
BVerfG over r ides the
preliminary ruling
(A barking dog does bite)

CJEU declares NGEU
valid

To date proceeding
(2 BvR 547/21)

Request for
preliminar y r uling
according to Art. 267
TFEU
Acte éclairejudgement by the
BVerfG

BVerfG accepts the
preliminary ruling
CJEU declares NGEU
as tr ansgressing the
competences

(A new way of dialogue)

(Joint decision in favour of
halting the NGEU)

(All's well that ends well)

Scenario 1: “Trespassing”
Scenario 2: “way to go”

Illustration: Overview of possible procedural steps (self-created)

Firstly, the BVerfG could reach an acte éclaire verdict. Usually, the national courts are
obliged to refer questions to the CJEU in decisions at last instance, especially as regards the
validity of EU acts.183 However, the CJEU established in its jurisdiction exceptions from
Art. 267 TFEU in its jurisdiction. One is based on the 1982CILFIT judgement, which argues
that there is no necessity for a request of a preliminary ruling when either the CJEU already
ruled upon the same matter or if the legal situation is so obviously clear that this becomes
unnecessary.184 This scope would only apply to a ruling that the NGEU recovery plan and,
in this process, especially the German Ratification Act is valid and does not transgress the
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competences of the EU. In that case, the implementation of the NGEU can continue. As
argued earlier, the BVerfG considered the complaint as not unfound in the decision upon the
preliminary injunction. Since the court did not publish a final decision, however, the
probability of this outcome one is hard to determine.185 This outcome would represent
scenario four, in which neither the CJEU nor the BVerfG deems the project inapplicable.
Secondly, the BVerfG might refer questions in the scope of a preliminary ruling according
to Art. 267 TFEU to the CJEU. It highlights in the judgement of the preliminary injunction
that such a referral would be necessary if it reached an ultra vires verdict.186 The CJEU will
then answer the questions of the BVerfG and can either deem the 2020 Own Resources
Decision valid or partly or fully beyond the transferred competences. If the latter is the case,
the whole project maybe in danger as it is based on the financial resources provided in the
2020 Own Resources Decision. Many questions would appear regarding a possible
repayment of already provided grants and loans and about the liabilities stemming from the
capital markets. Additionally, all the positive legal, economic, and political effects of the
program may be endangered. This is outcome would represent a variation of scenario two,
where an ultra vires decision is executed.
Thirdly, the CJEU may deem the 2020 Own Resources Decision to be within the EU’s
competences. The preliminary ruling then returns to the BVerfG, where the judges have to
take this ruling into account for the final decision. On the one hand, the BVerfG can accept
the decision of the CJEU and discard the ultra vires claim as presented in the illustration. In
that case, the recovery plan can continue without being threatened or harmed. This outcome
can be expected based on the effects of the 2020 PSPP decision and the change of judges in
the Second Senate of the BVerfG.187 The BVerfG will probably try to avoid being highly
criticised by its own judges.188 This would pave the way for further integration, as scenario
four implies.
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On the other hand, the BVerfG could choose to dismiss the CJEU’s preliminary ruling. It
would then have to deem the preliminary ruling ultra vires as well in order to remove its
binding character, effectively indicating that the CJEU’s preliminary ruling is res judicata.
The BVerfG would thus follow the jurisdiction of the PSPP and Weiss cases.189 As it only
criticised the line of argumentation in the former case, here it could go further in this case
by deeming the Ratification Act of the 2020 Own Resources Decision, its reasoning and the
overall EU law perspective inapplicable in Germany. The NGEU project would then need
to stop at least temporarily as there is no legal basis in Germany for the financial resources.
The effects may be enormous, not only for the program as such but also for the trusting
relationship between the two courts.
In terms of the consequences, the European Commission could decide to implement an
infringement procedure according to Art. 258 TFEU against Germany, as it was executed in
the PSPP proceeding.190 But even through that would not reverse the ultra vires verdict,
however, as the BVerfG is an independent constitutional body.191 The Federal Government
would need to consider the Ratification Act on the one side. That means that the BVerfG
would request the Bundestag and Bundesrat to “counter such an act by suitable means”192
and to restore the constitutional compatibility. They would be asked to stop the
implementation, obtain the amendments, veto possible adjustments or even prevent a new
MFF in future negotiations.193
Moreover, the European Commission could ask the German Federal Government in the
infringement procedure to do their utmost to ignore the BVerfG’s ruling and to comply with
legal obligations arising from the successful ratification procedure. The PSPP infringement
procedure against Germany has shown only little implications, because the Federal
Government does not have the competences to instruct the independent court. Moreover, it
remains to be seen whether the European Commission would actually implement an
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infringement procedure as the prospects for substantial influence are relatively small. It
would, however, help to protect the European legal order. Additionally, it may create the a
space for dialogue between the German government and the European Commission in which
Germany might even stronger commit to the EU. The claim of the Eastern Member States
that infringement procedures are implemented inequitably throughout the Union could be
counteracted, which could send a warning to other national constitutional courts. To avoid
any further escalation, Germany could again “commit[s] to use all the means at its disposal
to avoid, in the future, a repetition of an ‘ultra vires' finding and take an active role in that
regard”194. For this decision, the German government would again have to undertake the
binding and primary character of CJEU decisions. However, it is questionable whether this
argument is still credible after two ultra vires decisions in a relatively short period of time.
Otherwise, the infringement procedure might finally result in penalty payments based on a
decision from a proceeding in front of the CJEU according to Art. 260 TFEU. This outcome
represents the biggest hazard for the EU’s legal system and future integration and would
probably end the NGEU in its current state. Consequently, the judges of the BVerfG act
independently and without political instructions, this infringement procedure might not
influence them in their decision-making process.
These four possible procedural outcomes under the construct of the two probable scenarios
show that the emerging situation for Germany and the EU as a whole can certainly take
different forms. Moreover, they represent a wide spectrum of possible decisions and paths
to be taken by the BVerfG.

C. Potential future collaborations
Chapter two already established that the courts have a special impact on a rule of law system.
Therefore, the research question concerning the influence of the present procedure is
significant. Every jurisprudence provides a certain development in evolving the Union
further and has an influence on the relationship between the courts. However, it is the more
general relation that shapes the legal system, not solely the individual jurisprudences.
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Therefore, the evaluation of the different procedural outcomes is also intended to provide an
indication of possible outcomes concerning the CJEU and the BVerfG in the pending
procedure. Notably, this proceeding is not a genuine dispute in the conventional sense of the
term. Rather, it is an exchange of arguments and legal discussion through court rulings on
how competences are distributed. In the process, both different perspectives clash with each
other. Therefore, the four procedural outcomes are examined below regarding their influence
on the courts, their cooperation and the further development of these.
I. All's well that ends well
The turbulence in Germany was not only great within the legal bubble195 but also among the
general public. The news that the Federal President is not allowed to sign the grandly
announced project was spread on all communication channels. 196 The news engagement
within the population – by whom the underlying general conflict may not be widely
understood – were significant. The CJEU and its judges certainly also observed this
proceeding attentively in anticipation of the preliminary injunction decision.
If the BVerfG were to dispose of the proceedings by an acte éclair, as shown in the first
procedural outcome, the proceedings would be terminated and the legality of the Europewide project would be confirmed. There would be no concrete cooperation in the
proceedings due to the preliminary decision not being requested, but this would also not be
necessary due to the decision. The legal situation would be obvious in an acte éclair so that
no preliminary ruling by the CJEU is necessary.197 However, the likelihood of this outcome
is questionable, because the BVerfG has at least not described the action as unfounded from
the beginning. Presumably, the court likes to reserve the right to a detailed examination
before reaching a final decision.
Nevertheless, the BVerfG would thus clearly position itself in favour of the NGEU, the legal
basis of which the Basic Law would be substantiated. The doubts about the transgression of
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competence concerning the legal basis of Art. 311 para. 3 TFEU would thus be eliminated,
at least in Germany. However, as the BVerfG has a significant position, it might result in a
restraint for other proceedings in the other Member States. With the BVerfG’s special
position198, this could also improve the situation with regard to the other courts by the
BVerfG pronouncing legal certainty that reverberates far beyond the national borders.
Moreover, a violation of the no-bail-out clause according to Art. 125 TFEU would not be
established. Additionally, the claim of a violation of the core of the German legal system,
the identity of the Basic Law, is violated would be rejected.
In contrast, this could also improve the situation with regard to the other courts by the
BVerfG pronouncing legal certainty that resonates far beyond the national borders. Viewed
from that perspective, it would have a positive impact on the further development of the
relationship between the courts, as an escalation would be eliminated. The BVerfG's case
law could then also be used to strengthen the legal basis for future EU projects, even in times
of crisis, and make the Union itself more capable of acting. Put briefly, in light of the judicial
relationship and the NGEU continuation, this outcome may entail positive consequences
beyond Germany’s national borders.
II. A new way of dialogue
The second outcome also represents scenario two, in which the transgression of the EU’s
competences will not be stated at the end of the proceeding. However, the BVerfG would
request a preliminary ruling according to Art. 258 TFEU, the CJEU would declare it to be
within the competences and the BVerfG would accept that perspective. This would lead to a
peaceful settlement of the legal dispute, highlighting the compatibility of the perspectives of
both courts. After the PSPP decision199 and the subsequent infringement proceeding200 as
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well as the academic contributions201, this would also serve as a positive contribution for
future judicial cooperation.
Such a result can also be found in past jurisdiction. In the 2016 OMT case, for instance, the
BVerfG evaluated an ultra vires verdict, requested a preliminary ruling from the CJEU and
accepted its perspective. This OMT-judgement is also particularly significant because the
firstly BVerfG has made a referral of preliminary questions to the CJEU, according to Art.
19 para. 3b TEU in conjunction with Art. 267 para. 1 a and b TFEU.202 This was a way for
the German Constitutional Court to reach out for further cooperation, although the questions
were already considered hypothetical in advance and a rejection by the CJEU was widely
anticipated by academics. This first forwarding of questions also opened the first door of
real legal discussion at this level.203
Another interesting case in this regard concerns the 2016 OMT proceeding, in which tens of
thousands of individuals claimed a violation of their rights, including a request for a
preliminary injunction. That was not adopted by the BVerfG. A ‘Hängebeschluss’ as in the
NGEU-proceeding was not issued, either. However, the preliminary proceeding in
September 2012 did not decide upon the parliamentary participation and transgression of the
transferred competences. Since the Lisbon Treaty was already in force at that time, it was
based on the same EU provisions as the NGEU discussion.204 Although there are differences
between that proceeding and the current legal dispute, some parallels exist. For instance, in
the OMT decision, the BVerfG did not stop further EU integration and dismissed almost all
claims of violation of the Basic Law, expect for some participation rights of the German
Bundestag regarding possible financial liabilities. The BVerfG hereby accepted the CJEU’s
preliminary ruling in which it rules that the OMT program is covered by the ECB’s
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mandate.205 Additionally, in its final judgement, the BVerfG even ruled that an EU legal act
was not an admissible subject of appeal and thus ruled in a pro-European manner.
Nonetheless, this is different in the NGEU proceeding. The complaint refers to a Ratification
Act, which makes it a suitable object of complaint. One the one hand, it paved the way for
further integration and a continuation of the program. On the other hand, it tested the
cooperation through the preliminary ruling and laid the basis for future ultra vires reviews,
which were only adopted once by a German court. However, it suggests that the BVerfG
may be quite interested in a friendly settlement of the dispute, especially in light of improved
relationship between the courts.206 This is because agreement between the two courts during
an ongoing pandemic and additional current events (like the start of the war in Ukraine)
would lay the foundation for future cooperation and give the citizens a sense of legal
certainty.
Importantly, the execution of an ultra vires control might already represent a breach of the
EU Treaties from an EU law perspective. However, the control as such does affect the
correlation of the courts. From the CJEU’s perspective based on the Union law, the BVerfG
invades its autonomous field of action by deciding on issues that are within the CJEU’s
competences. According to the Treaty provisions, the CJEU is the competent court of last
instance in this regard. Even though no ultra vires decision might be made, this would further
fuel the conflict between the courts. The CJEU will almost certainly be uncomfortable with
the idea that national constitutional courts rule upon issues that they transferred to the CJEU,
although it is conscious that this conferral is based on national sovereignty. The trusting
relationship and mutual recognition of each other’s jurisdiction might be undermined by that.
Furthermore, the European Commission could choose to observe the full court proceedings
before introducing an infringement procedure.207 The commencement of such a proceeding
is determined by procedural law. Moreover, such a procedure would have to be legitimate
and serve the purpose of persuading the Member State to act in compliance with the
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applicable law. If the BVerfG were to examine an ultra vires act and choose to refer it to the
CJEU and agree to the latter’s ruling, an infringement procedure would not be necessary.208
It has been argued that if the BVerfG accepted the preliminary ruling in the NGEU
proceeding about a compliance with the limits of its own competences, the BVerfG could
include remarks for future proceedings and even set the foundation for further integration
and crisis management. It could articulate the conditions and circumstances in which an ultra
vires ruling is reached. This would relax the situation between the courts and increase the
stability of the legal system, which could create legal certainty to tackle future crises.209
III. Joint decision in favour of halting the NGEU
The exact opposite of the scenario above is the possibility that the NGEU program will be
considered to transgress EU competences, which is illustrated in scenario one (‚final
stroke‘). In this outcome, the CJEU adopts the ultra vires claims during a preliminary ruling
referred from the BVerfG. This would represent a constructive dialogue between the courts,
in which a national constitutional court raises questions about the competence bases and the
supranational courts agrees that EU competences were indeed transgressed. The BVerfG
would presumably applaud this decision, as the CJEU is the highest EU court and has the
competences to declare an EU act void. So far, there is no precedent for this. The ruling
would not only affect the Ratification Act in Germany but also the whole NGEU program.
This would at least temporarily be halted as the EU can only act within its transferred
sovereignty rights, which would not include the 2020 Own Resources Decision in that case.
If Art. 311 para. 3 TFEU is deemed as not providing the needed competences for NGEU,
the CJEU could advise the European Commission to review and amend the provisions that
it ruled upon as outside the competences. The preliminary ruling may conclude that an
amendment of the Treaties is necessary in this regard. The CJEU could also only partially
grant the applications in the constitutional complaint in this way. That means that not all
claims are enacted but that some aspects of it are proven. Moreover, the violation of the no-
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bail-out clause under Art. 125 TFEU could also be established. At least partly it would then
be considered invalid across the EU. That is because CJEU rulings have binding effect on
both the referring court and the other 26 national constitutional courts.
Often, the CJEU rules in favour of the other EU institutions. Additionally, it only interprets
and decides about Union law and does not consider the national constitutions, as this
concerns the competence of the Member States and their constitutional institutions. The
multi-layered relationship between the courts would then be strengthened by dialogue and
mutual understanding. It remains to be seen what happens afterwards and how the economy
and the public will react. Therefore, this outcome is highly improbable. On the one hand, it
would exert a highly negative influence on the post-pandemic recovery of all EU Member
States in that they would not be able to benefit from NGEU funds. On the other hand, it
would open an agreement based on the legally written dialogue measures, which would
feature them as effective.
IV. A barking dog does bite
The BVerfG threatened the EU and the CJEU over the last decades to rule upon EU law to
transgress the transferred competences.210 In 2020, the BVerfG first enforced it.211 It was
described as follows: “as the dog that barks but does not bite now has indeed bitten”212 and
as an overall censure for the relationship of the BVerfG and the CJEU. Not only the
supremacy of EU law was challenged, but also the authority and standing of the CJEU was
interrogated. Just a year after the PSPP decision, the NGEU proceeding started.213 Before
the PSPP decision the judicial restraint kept the BVerfG from publicly criticising the CJEU
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in its judgement. This restraint changed into a more offensive claim in the PSPP decision.
Another ultra vires verdict repeatedly would solidify this dispute.214
The declaration of the CJEU preliminary ruling as ultra vires in the PSPP proceeding has
already been a barrier between both courts to observe each other’s jurisdiction in a
cooperative way. The PSPP decision established a grand arrêt to the judicial restraint of the
BVerfG in the ultra vires control. Until the PSPP decision, the BVerfG did not executed the
announced controlling function it had been developing in its jurisprudence since the
1970s.215 A commentator compared the BVerfG’s positioning in the PSPP decision with a
teacher that grades the CJEU as a student’s test as failed. 216 The BVerfG already criticised
the CJEU’s decision about its 2018 preliminary ruling217 by stating that compliance would
not be warranted as it was developed with an inappropriate evaluation of proportionality.
The German constitutional court applied a strong national perspective, although the mature
integration of the EU to date might need a more open, transnational jurisprudence. This was
clearly a major disruption in the decades-long relationship, which is supposed the be based
on mutual recognition and mutual respect. An EU law professor commented the PSPP
decision and the influence of the courts by arguing that the “course of events could still lead
from outright denial to recognition re-established”218.
In the rejection of the present preliminary injunction concerning the NGEU recovery plan,
the BVerfG did not find the complaint completely unfound.219 The final ruling here will take
considerable time, which is why an ultra vires decision may still be the ultimate
conclusion.220 Thus, there is the opportunity that an ultra vires decision prevails. Declaring
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the Ratification Act of the 2020 Own Resource Decision (and, if requested, also the CJEU's
preliminary ruling) outside the limits of the competences may further escalate the collision
between the two courts that started in the NGEU proceeding.221 After many years of
development of this dispute right from the Solange I decision until the NGEU proceeding
now222, no complete abandonment of the position is discernible in either court.
Therefore, a possible consequence of this escalated dispute is that both courts will monitor
each other’s jurisdiction even more closely, intensifying their control and remind each other
of their respective limits. Two reasons underscore the significance of such interaction.
Firstly, it does not represent a solid basis for future judicial cooperation, in which both courts
act fully independently and resolve legal disputes respectfully through jurisdiction. As the
case law of both courts has developed over the years, their future decisions will shape the
EU’s prospective legal system as well. Secondly, the image of the two courts is important
for the legal system. The BVerfG may be publicly accused of ruling upon issues that do not
fall into its competences from an EU law perspective. In a legal system which relies on the
rule of law, citizens’ and institutions’ trust in courts is paramount. An open conflict restricts
this trust.223 This might be a repeated censure for the CJEU when its competences to interpret
the Treaty provisions are questioned.
As the previous chapters have shown, the relationship between the BVerfG and the CJEU
has developed over the course of Treaty amendments and in particular through jurisdiction
of all constitutional courts.224 In terms of the EU’s legal system and the contained
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cooperation of both courts, this judicial dialogue is important to uphold the EU’s legal
system and the integrity of the EU as such. An escalated conflict between the courts as a
result of a preliminary ruling and its rejection of it endangers both the relationship between
the courts and the EU’s entire legal system. This is further emphasised by the COVID-19
pandemic and other unexpected crises.225 Viewed from that perspective, the future of the EU
is thus currently at a crossroads. If the BVerfG were to link this to compliance with the Basic
Law in order to raise its profile and sharpen its own claim, the at least perceived legal
certainty in the system would also diminish. Furthermore, it would destabilise the postpandemic recovery, existing harmonisations and cooperation between the Member States
and further developments.
If the BVerfG ignored the CJEU’s ruling, it would itself breach EU Treaty provisions. A
judgement of the CJEU, even if it is a preliminary ruling, has binding effect on all Member
States, not only the referring court. The Union primary law does not enable national courts
to act controversy to the ruling. As the European Commission needs to secure compliance
with the Treaties, an infringement procedure according to Art. 258 TFEU could be
introduced. In the end, this infringement procedure may even appear before the CJEU
itself.226 It is a bizarre notion that a conflict based on the different perspectives of an EU and
a national court in a complex legal system will be decided by one of these two courts. It is
also questionable to what extent the BVerfG would accept this. In the end, the legal construct
of the EU would only be further endangered by a conflict between courts that are that are
supposed to ensure stability and legal certainty.
Moreover, the relationship between the CJEU and the BVerfG cannot be assessed solely in
terms of looking at the two courts alone. After all, there are 27 Member States in the EU,
each with its own constitution and constitutional requirements, which is why every case law
in the field of European law and every kind of dialogue between two courts also affects the
other courts. The PSPP ruling has shown that other Member States adhere to the case law,
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even if only partially and to enforce their own interests.227 The BVerfG is a particularly
powerful constitutional court because it is the highest constitutional authority in the largest
and one of the founding Member States.228 Therefore, recurring ultra vires decisions thus
have an impact on both courts involved and on all other Member States. On the one hand,
this can be seen by Member States that are criticised for their rule of law system could use
this to justify their own actions. On the other hand, however, the authority of the CJEU’s
authority is questioned, which others could also take as an opportunity to condemn it. This
would bring the fragile legal system in questions sphere of competence to a new level of
escalation.
Both courts would not be sufficiently confident in such an outcome, the different
perspectives would even get more extreme and a change in the way of jurisdiction might be
excepted. Either, both courts uphold to maintain up a trustful, cooperative relationship in the
future, in which case the BVerfG will be more hesitant to decide against the CJEU, or the
BVerfG could double down in its argumentation and use its perceived de jure competence
to insist on compliance with the Basic Law. It may not accept that a supranational court
wants to decide about what is compatible with the Basic Law. Consequently, the relationship
would suffer under such a jurisdiction, which could also affect the whole EU legal system
and proceedings in other Member States.

D. Significance outside Germany
I. The fundamental conflict does not only occur in Germany
The further proceeding is not only important for the relationship between the BVerfG and
the CJEU. This relationship does not exclusively concern the jurisprudence of the two courts
themselves, but their interaction and its effects also invariably affect legal judgements in
other Member States. As Germany is the biggest and one of the six founding Member States
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and as the BVerfG enjoys a particularly prominent standing in the EU’s judicial landscape,
other national constitutional courts follow its jurisdiction occasionally.
Importantly, other national constitutional courts also issued ultra vires rulings vis-à-vis EU
action in the past. Examples include the Taricco I229 and Taricco II proceedings in Italy230
or in the Dansk Industri proceeding in Denmark231.232 Moreover, when the Czech
constitutional court, ‘Ústavní soud České republiky’, reached an ultra vires conclusion in the
Slovak Pension-case,233 it cited prior well-known decisions of the BVerfG like the Solange
II decision234 in 2006235 or the Lisbon decision236 in 2009237. In those rationales, it also
reserved the control function to examine the EU's actions from a national, constitutional
perspective for the Czech judicial system. An analysis showed, moreover, that the
constitutional court of the newer Member States (which accessed in the 2000er years) mostly
do not allow the supremacy of Union law over the Member States' constitutions to be
reconciled with the respective constitutions.238
The individual judicial systems among all Member States differ fundamentally, however.
Some Member States do not have a national constitutional court like the German one. In the
Finnish legal system, for example, there is no constitutional court that addresses complaints
about violations of the Finish constitution. In this Member State, these procedures are heard
by the Supreme Court, the ‘Korkein oikeus’.239 The Finnish have other systems for the ex-
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ante control inside of the parliament in addition.240 Due to the different legal systems and
the resulting remedies and procedures, it is very difficult to compare the different Member
States’ control functions vis-à-vis the EU.
Nevertheless, a brief outlook will be given in the following section. On the one hand, it will
be explained why the Polish constitutional procedure cannot be compared properly with the
German one, despite the citation of the BVerfG's case law in Polish judgments. Notably,
Poland has a particularly striking position here because of their rule of law situation, though
it is by no means unique within the EU. On the other hand, the central points of discussion
in the NGEU proceedings in Finland will be presented, while parallels with Germany will
be highlighted. These two countries are relevant in this regard as Finland had a proceeding
on the NGEU recovery plan as well and Poland occasionally cites the BVerfG.
II. The necessity to distinguish from the judicial opposition in Poland
Although no NGEU proceeding is currently pending in Poland, this is of particular
importance due to the influence of the previous ultra vires decision by the BVerfG, the PSPP
judgement, on the Polish jurisdiction. In fact, the Polish Tribunal, ‘Trybunał Konstytucyjny’,
cited this German ruling in its case law – partly even in the German language.241 The Polish
Tribunal has already reached much media coverage for several months. 242 In a statement
announcing the introduction of an Art. 7 TEU infringement proceeding against Poland, the
European Commission argued that the Polish Tribunal “violate[d] the general principles of
autonomy, primacy, effectiveness and uniform application of Union law, as well as the
binding effect of judgments of the Court of Justice of the European Union"243. The European
Commission's observation that judges are no longer subject to the independence requirement
prescribed by Art. 19 para. 1 TFEU is particularly serious. The European Commission has
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successfully requested daily penalty payments from the CJEU to address the violations of
the rule of law as long as the situation is not remedied.244
In essence, the crisis between the Polish Constitutional Court and the EU also impacts all
other Member States and their courts, especially because of concerns about the adherence
with the rule of law principle which first emerged in 2016.245 In that year, judges were
appointed to the Constitutional Court without regard for the core rule of law principle. In
July 2021, these judges declared Art. 4 para. 3 TEU unconstitutional in conjunction with
Art. 179 TFEU.246 Only three months later, the next ruling was issued, in which a review of
the CJEU was performed without requesting a preliminary ruling.247
For this reason, it is repeatedly emphasised by academics that a comparison between the
jurisprudence of the BVerfG and of the Polish ‘Trybunał Konstytucyjny’ cannot be equated
with one another.248 The BVerfG recognised the principles of the EU in its PSPP ruling and
drew attention to specific problem areas.249 In Poland, by contrast, these principles were
disregarded overboard by a politically controlled constitutional court, which undermined the
primacy of EU law in particular.250 Due to the piquant situation of the
‘Trybunał Konstytucyjny’, the opposition of the court towards the CJEU and the impact this
has on cooperation between these two courts is much more fundamental. Although the
BVerfG is often cited (as mentioned before), it differs fundamentally from the Polish
Constitutional Court.251
III. Comparable procedure in a different system in Finland
The Finnish Constitution offers its Parliament great democratic leeway, for instance in the
ratification of EU laws. Committees like the Grand Committee and the Constitutional Law
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Committee (CLC) give the government binding proposals on how to implement legislation.
In this context, the CLC is the central institution when it comes to constitutional issues.252
This ex-ante control is intended to ensure that the Finnish Constitution, in Finish called
‘Suomen perustuslaki’ in Finish, is respected throughout the whole integration process of
the EU. The examination of the Ratification Act of the EU’s 2020 Own Resources Decision
was also performed from this perspective. In the CLC opinion from 27 April 2021, which
represents a purely national constitutional point of view, a very critical stance was expressed
concerning the debt it includes. Until then, CLC opinions had been friendly to the EU, but
this had changed in this proceeding. The CLC also evaluated the ECB’s PSPP program
which was also criticised by the BVerfG.253 In the present statement, the legal basis in Art.
311 para. 3 TFEU and the prohibition of assumption of joint debts according to Art. 125
TFEU were evaluated. The claim of a transgression of the conferred, limited sovereignty
rights was discussed in an ultra vires examination.254 As a rule, the Grand Committee adopts
the analysis of the other committees and refers it to the government. In this case, it was
operated differently.255 The Grand Committee replaced the analysis with its own, more proEuropean analysis and added that the CLC had actually acted ultra vires itself because it was
not empowered to examine competence under EU law. However, it issued a binding
recommendation that the parliament be required to decide with a two-thirds majority, thus
raising the requirements for enacting this specific legislation.256 On 18 May 2021, the Finish
Parliament approved the proposal with only six votes more than was needed for this qualified
majority.257 Apart from the governmental institutions, the discussion about this Ratification
Act also occurred in the Finnish public. There was even an initiative for a (unsuccessful)
referendum which gathered the required signatures in a short time.258
Put briefly, the legal basis of the 2020 Own Resources Decision has also been discussed
beyond the German borders. Nevertheless, the process in Finland can hardly be compared to
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the NGEU proceeding in front of the BVerfG as they are embedded in different institutional
structures and political spheres. Obviously, the core identity of the Finnish Constitution is
different from the German one. Therefore, regarding the scope of this work, a comparison
cannot be outlined in the necessary and appropriate details. What is particularly noteworthy
about this, however, is that not only the German Constitutional Court but also other supreme
institutions have been addressing this issue.259 Consequently, the public agitation
surrounding the NGEU was therefore not a purely German endeavour but was also taken up
in other countries and discussed in a comparable way, albeit in different structures.
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5. Conclusion
A. The relationship of the two courts
The reciprocal relationship between the BVerfG and the CJEU can be characterised in terms
of EU developments over the years. In fact, the provisions deriving from the Treaties and
the Basic Law, but especially the jurisdiction of both courts shaped the way they relate to
each other. The relationship, including all the constitutional courts within the European legal
system, is complex. It is not solely based on the Treaty provisions but additionally rooted –
to a certain extent – on the national constitutions of the 27 Member States. Furthermore, a
dialogue and mutual observation of each other’s jurisdiction in a sphere of 28 courts
underscore this complexity.260
In terms of the first subordinate question, both the CJEU and the BVerfG have released
notable judgements, which have been important for understanding the relationship between
the courts since the 1970s. The CJEU laid the foundation with the van Gend en Loos case,
for instance.261 From a German constitutional perspective, particular reference must be made
to the Solange I262, Solange II263, Maastricht264, and Lisbon265 decisions. In this context, the
BVerfG has repeatedly noted the previous approach in line with the further development of
the EU.

B. Control standards of the BVerfG vis-à-vis the EU
In the course of these rulings, the BVerfG has also established different mechanisms to
control the action at EU level with regard to the compatibility of the constitutional
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requirements. The relevant ones here are the ultra vires266 and the identity review267. From
the perspective of the BVerfG, they are legitimised functions for national constitutional
courts as the sovereignty powers of the EU originate from the national constitutions.268 The
CJEU, by contrast, views the dispute from an EU law perspective and to make sure that the
autonomy of the EU remains preserved.269 In terms of the second subordinate question, these
two different perspectives are significant to comprehend the relationship between the
BVerfG and the CJEU.
Firstly, in an ultra vires review, the BVerfG examines whether an EU institution has
exceeded the limits of the transferred competences with legal acts.270 When such a
judgement occurs, the Bundestag and the Federal Government might be instructed to restore
a constitutionally compatible state of affairs.271 However, from the perspective of European
law, such a control mechanism already violates the autonomy that the EU obtained when the
sovereignty rights were transferred from the national to the EU level. An infringement
procedure could be introduced, which may eventually even appear in front of the CJEU itself
according to Art. 258 TFEU.
Second, in an identity review, the control function and legal basis are individually tailored
to the German Basic Law. It examines whether the core of the Basic Law is infringed, in
particular the maintenance of the eternity clause.272 On the basis of historical occurrences,
these core elements cannot be changed. Therefore, the only solution would be a change of
the EU Treaties to make it compatible with the German Basic Law.273
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Both of these control mechanisms are being evaluated in the NGEU proceeding.274 The
biggest EU project to date is based on Art. 311 para. 1 TFEU and Art. 106a Treaty
establishing the European Atomic Energy Community, which even initiates the authorisation
for joint debts on the capital market.275 After the Bundestag276 and the Bundesrat277 had
passed the Ratification Act for the 2020 Own Resources Decision of the EU in order to lay
the foundation for the NGEU project, the ‘Bündnis Bürgerwille’, among others, filed a
lawsuit against it.278 They thus achieved a so-called ‘Hängebeschluss’ on 26 March 2021279,
but the BVerfG then rejected the application for a preliminary injunction on 15 April the
same year.280 After the PSPP ruling in 2020, in which the BVerfG ruled ultra vires281 and an
infringement procedure was initiated by the European Commission afterwards282, the
judicial restraint of the German constitutional court clashed. The next ultra vires claim
appeared in the NGEU proceeding. In this procedure, the accusations of ultra vires action
and of violation of the constitutional identity violations could not be dispelled, so the main
proceedings are awaited in the coming years.283

C. Effects on the judicial observations
It is all the more central to the discussions about the procedure to include the relationship
between the courts. A violation of the constitutional identity could not be ruled out in the
rejected request for a preliminary injunction, but its probability was still rather low.284 In the
case of an ultra vires claim, the BVerfG remained much more open.285 On this basis, four
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scenarios were developed in this thesis, two of which were evaluated as possible. In both, no
violation of constitutional identity is established, in one an ultra vires ruling, in the other one
of the claims turned out successful. Based on this, different procedural paths could be taken
by the BVerfG.
In terms of the third sub-ordinate question, there could be an acte éclaire, whereby no
preliminary ruling would have to be obtained from the CJEU as the legal situation would be
examined as clear.286 In this case, the decision would be that the EU had not transgressed its
competences. This entails positive consequences for the relationship between the courts, as
legal certainty would be supported and a court dispute would be prevented by a judicial
dialogue. The second possible outcome represents a referral of a preliminary ruling by the
CJEU in which the CJEU does not an ultra vires ruling and in which the BVerfG agrees with
this binding ruling. In all likelihood, an infringement proceeding would not be introduced
here. Although the BVerfG’s review could already constitute an infringement, the European
Commission would presumably wait for the final decision of the BVerfG to introduce it. The
BVerfG would act in favour of EU integration, so there is little incentive for the European
Commission to introduce an infringement procedure – unless it is a preventive one. Either
way, this dialogue between the courts could further challenge the effectiveness of the
preliminary ruling procedure. At the same time, it could open new avenues for judicial
settlement.287 This could be positive for the EU, the NGEU project and the courts. These two
outcomes assume that no ultra vires decision will be issued in the end.
However, an ultra vires verdict is also possible, either by the preliminary ruling from the
CJEU or by the BVerfG after the CJEU rules differently. In the latter case, the BVerfG would
claim a transgression of the NGEU project and demand that the CJEU ruling be declared
non-binding. Both outcomes would have enormous economic, political and legal
consequences.288 Regarding the judicial relationship, however, the first variant (in which the
CJEU would already reach an ultra vires ruling itself) would be preferably to uphold a
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trustful relationship. In this case, the project and, to some extent, European integration would
be jeopardised. At the same time, the BVerfG and the CJEU would agree, which would be
positive in terms of their relationship. As a rule, however, the CJEU acts in a friendly manner
towards the other EU institutions, which is why this outcome is unlikely.289
The greatest censure would be if the BVerfG found an ultra vires act against a preliminary
ruling of the CJEU. After the academic comments on the BVerfG's PSPP ruling290 and the
change of personnel in the Second Senate291, from a pro-European perspective this decision
would be preferable. This could have consequences for the judicial relationship between the
CJEU and the BVerfG. That is because the fronts could be hardened by respective
jurisdictions that interpret their own perspective even more consistently while considering
the other court’s perspective even less. At this level of dispute, the relationship would
become more complicated. The CJEU would consider itself even more questioned in its
competences and the German government – instead of the BVerfG – would be threatened
with infringement proceedings, in which the sole commitment to EU values may no longer
be sufficient.

D. Outlook and conclusion
An exploration beyond Germany's national borders has shown that these legal discussions
are not only being held in Germany. The ratification of the 2020 Own Resources Decision
was also vigorously debated in Finland, for example.292 In such a superficial comparison,
the different systems must be evaluated. A comparison with the Polish Tribunal is not
applicable as there are strong rule of law allegations, however, because of its incompatibility
with fundamental EU principles.293
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In conclusion to the overall research question, this decision could be a milestone in the
relationship between the BVerfG and the CJEU. One end of the spectrum is embodied by
further integration and more dialogue with each other. The other end is an intensified
observation of each other, which could endanger the EU’s very existence in the long term.
In a few years, the consequences will be transmitted into reality. Until then, we must await
a BVerfG ruling.
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